The study conducted at Columbia University has been documented below. The results of these
studies provide scientific proof that the energy healing treatment technique Dr. Huo uses in his
practice is effective.

Columbia University Study on Energy Medicine Healing

Dr. Frank Huo's healing energy is inhibiting the growth of cancer cells in CPMC Lab
Results of studies led by Dr. Mehmet Oz, Cardiac Surgeon at Presbyterian Medical Center
of Columbia University and Host of The Dr. Oz Show, have revealed that Frank Huo´s
energy is unique and reproducible.
Study One:
This study examined the effect of energy medicine healing on in vitro tumor cell growth using
the cell culture model similar to that embraced by oncologists to assess the effect of
chemotherapeutic agents. After selecting an energy healer based on his ability to influence this
model, we assessed the effects of energy treatment (for 30 min) compared to cells left at
ambient temperature and to a control treatment consisting of a medical student mimicking the
healer. A chi-square test comparing a medical student´s and the practitioner´s ability to inhibit
tumor cell growth by 15% associates our practitioner with inhibition of tumor cell proliferation (p
= 0.02).
TABLE 1. RESULTS OF PRACTITIONER SCREENING
Practitioner type

Trial 1

Trial 2

Trial 3

Therapeutic touch 1

25

-10

0

Therapeutic touch 2

-17

-36

3

Energy Healer

15

-15

-6

Frank Huo

31

29

18

Scientific Facts:
●

●

Table 1 demonstrates that the first three practitioners did not meet our study
requirements. Frank Huo, on the other hand appeared to consistently inhibit proliferation
of cancer cells.
Inhibition was defined using two standards, the experimental error of the assay (5%) and
the inhibitory effect of the chemotherapeutic agents used as a positive control (15%).The
results of analyses under both criteria are significant (p = 0.012 and p =
0.024,respectively).

Dr. Oz's Comments:
●

"The majority of the time we had less tumor cell growth in the cells that Frank [Huo]
treated than the controls. I´m not going to claim that´s a cure to cancer. All it means is
that we saw an aberration in what we would anticipate would occur if me and you both
held tumor cells in our hands."Dr. Oz's Comments:

Study Two:
We found a correlation between change in the electromagnetic emissions for the body and the
conscious desire of an energy practitioner to change their state. Analyses of individual finger
coronas demonstrate statistically significant differences as analyzed by overall color changes
and through analysis of individual sections of the various colors dominating the field. Control
subjects were unable to reproducibly effect statistically significant changes.

Energy releasing from Dr. Huo's left middle
finger tip (Left) vs none practitioner (Right)

Unique UV Light releasing from Dr. Huo's Left
Middle fingertip on and off (Top 2)

Scientific Facts:
● Considering the frequency shift of the structural layer, the blue-violet in the photograph is
actually representative of shorter wavelength energy and suggests energy transmission
in the ultraviolet region.
● Energy Practitioner is able to reproducibly effect statistically significant changes.

Harvard Medical School Study on Dr. Frank Huo's Unique Healing Energy
Increase the Macrophage cells(in vitro) (after a 30min energy treatment) Viability (by 15%) and
binding (by 35%) for TiO2 powder. As a result, it’s scientifically proven that this energy can
communicate with immune cells!

